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Appellate DivisioriSits _at Alden 
he transformed a small school 
with only two paid positions -
the deanship a nd a_n 
administrator - into a large, Moot Court Room Dedication respected, and viab le institution . 
As dean from 1904 until 1936, 
he mi xed a dministrat iv e 
judges, who normally sit in formally dedicated. The brief leadership with long hours of 
Rochester , traveled to Buffalo ceremony was attended by many teaching. When, in 1936, he 
especia ll y for the dedicatory prominent local lawyers and law reached th e m andatory 
session, in which a wide variety school alumni , who li stened to retirement age of seventy., he 
of cases was heard. About 400 short speeches bY Provost continued as a professor until 
students, faculty and interested Richard Schwar tz, Albert Somit, 1954, and as professor emeritus 
observers jammed the Moot Vice President of the Universi ty, until 1955. Frank Raich le 
Collrt room for three and Rober t Koren, President of the recalled a picture of the dean as 
one•half hours, li stening to Erie Coun ty Bar Association, a tireless worker, always looking 
arguments on habeus corpus, and Judge Dolores Denman, thi s for ways to improve the law and 
perjury, motions to ·suppress, year's Alumni Associa tion its practice. He was a leader in 
and other points of law. leader. the fight to estab lish Legal Aid 
Practiced appellate lawyers and The eulogy was delivered by Societies here and elsewhere: 
raw Legal Aid attorneys alike Frank G. Raichle, Jr ., Class of And when he entered private 
presented ora l argumen ts in the : 19. Raichlc, a prominent practice with .Raichle's firm 
packed court room. Students Buffalo lawye r with an after re tiring as" dean, he 
were ab le to hear Samuel fried, illustrious career of hi s own, demonstrated the ta lents he had 
class of ·1972, present an oral Cschewed an enumera tion of the given to legal education. " He 
argument before an actual court. accomplishments of Dean Alden could have been one of our 
For many, the short step from for a few chosen memories from greatest advocates," asse rted 
by John Levi the idea ls of the late Dean school to actual practice was personal experience. In moving Raichle, " but he preferred to 
Alden, who led Buffalo Law suddenly percejved. and sometimes humorous words, imbue a generation of lawyers 
The Carlos C. Alden Moot School from 1904 to 1936, After the court adjourned, a Raichle evoked the sp irit of with his goals and sk ill s." 
Court Room in O'Brian Hall was students wer~ given a unique buffet luncheon was held for the Dean Alden as a tireless worker It therefore seems fitting that 
dedicated on Monday, October opportunity to witness actual judges. Faculty members and for the law school, the Buffalo the moot court room, which will 
22, with much pomp and a appellate argument, and later students on the Moot Court community, and the law. serve as the testing ground for 
precedent•breaking session of could- meet the judges and Board were given an opportunity Dean Alden served Buffalo Buffalo's future advocates, is 
the Appellate Division, Fourth lawyers involved. to speak informally to the judges Law School for fifty.one years, dedica ted to the memory of the 
Department, Supreme Court of The morning was devoted to about the morning's caseload . . as dean, professor, and professor man who worked so selflessly 
the State of New York. In a day the proceedings of the Fourth In the afternoon, the Carlos eineritus. Coming to Buffalo in for the betterment of Buffa lo 
which was described as following Departm ent. The appellate Alden Moot Court Room was 1904, at the age of thirty-eight, law School and the law. 
SBA, SFRB Reps Elected 
apparent lack of interest 
generated by the student body 
On Monday and Tuesday, in failing to submit nominating 
October 15th and · 16th, the petitions to this all .important 
Elections Committee of the faculty grievance board which 
Student Bar Association held hears grievances betweeo faculty 
student representative elections members and students, the 
for the SBA Board of Directors Board along with SBA President 
and the Faculty Student Marty Miller decided that two 
Relations Board. positions were adequate. 
Six first ye.if student reps The unsuccessful write-in 
were elected to the SBA 's candidates to the FSRB are: 
legisl_ative body. They are Paul Equale, 15; Catherine 
Margaret Wong, who received a Schutch, 9; Deborah Miron, 8; 
resounding 95 votes, followed Richard Glick, 7; and Shirley 
by Rosemary Gerasia, 59; Ray Waters, 6. 
by Skip Hunter M.C. 
Kay Wigtil (I to r} Gerold Hudson, Margaret Wong, Jerome Corr, Roy Bowie 
Bowie, 57; Jerome Carr, 56; The referendum question pos­
Gerald Hudson, 51; and Chui ed to the body was: Should the exhibited by the upperclass polling booth, inadequate 
Karega, 47. · SUNYAB Campus Security students was both noticeable election publicity, problems 
The election ·was, indeed, a Force be equipped with and deplorable. It is important with the procedure for filing 
very closely contested one. The firearms? The student response that candidates to the FSRB be nominating petitions, etcetera. 
following unsucce ssful was 118 NO votes to 38 YES selected carefully by the No challenges or complaints 
candidates nearly secured votes. Only 2 or 3 complaints members of the student body were lodged with the Election 
positions on the SBA but lost were made as to the way that because of the great power and Committee, so the election will 
out by the slightest of margins: the question was phrased - importance that this Board stand a.s is. But in light of these 
Sanford Presant, 46; Paul these complainants rejected the possesses. A11 students are alleged irregularities, the election 
Equale, 46; Ruth Siegel, 45; absolutist stance of the question affected by the actions of the law and procedure promulgated 
Charles Wilso n, 40i Scott Field, (yes or no) and wanted the Board and, as such, all students thereunder, will be reviewed for 
35; Charles Spiegel, 29; and question posited in a qualified should have a . voice)" electi ng revision, amendment or repeal. 
Robert Rosenthal , 25. way (limited or se lective responsible represeri'tatives. In Recommendations will be made 
The o nly declared candidate But light this the wasarming). in of addition, referendum to the SBA within th~ next few 
for the tw.o student positions on minimal amouiit of objection, almost exclusively decided by weeks. 
the FSRB was second year the question as written has been the first year class and as a The ball ots were counted 
student Kay Wigtil. Ms. Wigtil certified and the· results result, this vote will go on record twice and certified by the Hirsch votes 
received 93 votes. Rosemary approved by the SBA. as the official opinion of the Election Committee, consisting 
A total of 193 students voted entire student body on this of myself and the SBA Directors 
write-in campaign, received 17 in this election - 161 first year curren tl y important issue. Wesley Taylor and Lester Congratulations to the 
students, 11 second Year and 11 There were several reports of Sconiers. Special thanks to Neal winners and I hope that your 
Gerasia , mounting a vigorous 
votes to secure the other FSRB 
terms in office will prove
position. Originally there ' were th.ird year students. The turnout . election irregularities - removal Dobshinski, also an SBA 
st imulating a nd highly
three slots open to students-on for thi s election was relatively of cam paign posters and signs, Director, for his invaluab le 
the FSRB but as a result of the high. But the lack of interest campaign activity too near the assisiar:'ce at the polling booth. 
rewarding. 
Moot Court Room Dedication 
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page two OPINION 
Letter to the E di,t orl_ :~,~h::. case is fourte~n and a halfEditorial . . •. i r The question remains as to 
To the Editors: twelve inches) which IS require h 1· f 'f 
Regretfully, we find the need to comment with in SUCF specifications. . w at re ie' I ~ny, can beWhat explanation exists for
dismay on the fisca l non-policies of the SBA during the However, their measurement granted . c,learly, if the lecturethe Brobdignagian approach to 
past nine months. We find that not only does the is from the highest point of the room seating d~s ~eet SUCFclassroom life being made by the
President not know what's going on, but neither, seat surface, which in the case of . ~ontractual specifications, thereState University Construction 
15unfortunately, does the Treasurer. We find that bills due these chairs is not the critical no recour~ from theFund? I refer specifically to the
last February have not been paid, neither has there been dimension. The chairs are manufacturer or installer."Type A" classroom seating 
any notification either to the debtor-student organization contoured; there is a significant However, does this mean that arrangements presently being
or to the hapless creditor. . installed on the first floor of indentation' for one's dcrriere. we must accept and retain SUCF 
Throughout the year, there has been difficulty with Does it really matter where one's standards when they don't meetJohn Lord O'Brian Hall.
obtaining orders of supplies from Central Stores, due Unless one happens to be knees (which rest at the highest human needs? There will be a 
both to foul-ups by Sub Board and to mass confusion on over six and a half feet tall, one point of the chai r) are in great deal of construction on the 
the part of SBA. Communication between the two groups relationship to the writing North Campus in years to come, will undoubtedly find that the 
(both elected to serve students) has been extremely poor. desk surface is inordinately high, surface? 1 would have to including installation of various 
Communication between SBA's fiscal officers and the contend that it too is an seating arrangements. creating a very uncomfortable if 
organizations funded through SBA has been non-existent. not impossible writing important issue, but generally Let us move now to correct 
The need for vigorous representation of law students at arrangement. not nearly so critical to one's the situation before it is 
Sub Board meetings by our Second Vice-President has Upon researching the matter writing performance as the multiplied. 
not been met. Barbara H. Willisthrough the University's Office ass- to-desk-top dimension which 
Questions to our financial non-leaders produce of Facilities Planning, I was 
sooth ing assurances that all is well and will be assured that the seating plan
accomplished in the fullness of time. Meanwhile, does meet State University
organizations have no idea where they stand - it is not Construct·ion Fund 
clear which bills have been paid and which have not. specifications. My interpretation 
Students endeavor to pacify angry creditors without of available specifications agrees. 
themselves having any idea that their promises will be The critical measurement in 
supported by sw ift payment. Available records are vague question IS the distance between . 
and not documented by invoices, REP forms, checks or seat surface and desk top . If one 
receipts. measures any standard desk-type 
And meanwhile, STUDENT CREDIBILITY WITH seating arrangement, one will
SUPPLIERS SWIRLS DOWN THE DRAIN. find this measurement to be
The ob ligation of SBA to give responsible financial generally between ten and
service to students is clear. If this obligation cannot be twelve inches (although an 
met, we must question at least, the suitability of SBA's architect consulted set the ideal
fiscal officers for their positions, and perhaps, even, even much lower). This is the
whether SBA itself is a viable organization as it now measurement (actually eleven to
exists. 
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by Ray Bowie 
"After the operation, they develop a sense politics, wherein the US. and the USSR political systems As civi l libertarians could be counted 'Upon to oppose 
. of fear. In cases that are still .mildly are said to be drawing closer together, inasmuch ts the operations performed for such purposes, the 
troublesome, the threat of punishment quiets trend in this country seems to be toward emulating the psychosurgeons at first pretended that their experiments 
them ... The patient became more cooperative Soviet practice of institutionalizing as insane any political were designed to cure epilepsy and "brain disorders," and 
and obeyed commands." deviation . Frightened by the rapid succession of social few were as candid as Jose Delgado when, in Toward a 
Balasubramanian, Indian Neurosurgeon crises since the 60's and willing to condone Psychoclv/1/zed Society, he openly disparaged civ7I 
unprecedented repression in reaction, the American liberties: "This type of liberal orientation has great 
" If you wish a picture of the future , public, sadly, has failed to heed warnings of this appeal, but unfortunately its assumptions are not 
imagine a boot stepping down on a human face, convergence. supported by neurophysiological and psychological 
forever ." Warnings there have indeed been. When the first studies.'' Delgado subsequently advocated a billion-dollar 
Sail to Winston Smith, wave of lobotomy spread to the U.S. from Portugal in the federal program for "physical control- of the mind ," 
Orwell's 1984 T930's, the operation was largely confine<;t to the purpose shortly after which the Justice Department's Law 
They do not wear armbands, march around in jack of "pacifying" incorrigibles in state mental hospitals-, and Enforcement Assistance Administration began ·the 
boots, or:. appear in the accompaniment of guard dogs. by the 1950's, an estimated 50,000 hospital inmates had funding of psychosurgical research for the treatment of 
Nor do they speak of the Aryan " ubcrmensch" or the undergone the surgical procedure, which involved vio lent offenders, the first of a number of federal 
Soviet man as the utopian end-prqduct of genocide 'or mutilation of prefrontal brain tissue so as to deaden' research gra nts in 1971 . As th·e experiments were 
eugenics. Rather, they operate ei ther in the surgeon's emotional reaction . Lobotomized patients exhibited confined to prisoners, mental patients, and social 
smock or the politician's business suit, and their speech is intellectual deterioration, apathy, and withdrawal, effects outcasts, the interest of civil libertarians was not yet 
of pacifying society through scientific control of intended by the operation to facilitate their handling by aroused, even though few cures of .,epilepsy" were 
aggression. Their dream is the therapeutic state, and its hospital attendants. By ~he 1960's·, at which time ttJe reported . 
appearance is indeed that of a boot positioned over the operation was generally performed by electrically One Step Backward 
face of mankind. inducing lesions deep within the brain , promoters of the In 1972, the therapeutic state suffered a mild 
Right Next to Mom operaion began talking about its "socia l setback when, due largely td the renewed efforts of 
While B.F. Skinner's program for taking us "beyond cosi-effectiveness," or its utility for the control of social psychotherapists who had fought the first wave of 
freedom and dignity" generated° public revulsion over its deviation . The warning signs were up. lobotomy in the S0's, Congress refused funding of further 
explicitness, increasing numbers of Americans, frustrated With Liberty and Therapy for All psychosurgical operations, with a number of states 
with domestic violence and with military debacle in our By the late 60's, the reviva l of lobotomy had begun, following suit. The setback occurted, however, only after 
attempts to impose the Great Society abroad, have come this time with a more politicized purpose, with almost a. series of scandals involving vegetablized• "cures" and 
to accept technological control of fellow citizens for the 1,000 operations a year being performed in dozens of several suicides, all subsidized courtesy of the National 
sake of domestic pacifica tion, always the precondition of medical centers, mostly on women diagnosed as Institute of Mental Health, and even then, there remain . 
any welfare sta te. Hence, while frantic e(forts were made "neurotic" or manic-depressive. The practice gained professional psychotherapists who continue to promote
to bar the Skinnerians at the front door, Ole B.F. simply acceptability as treatment for " hyperactive" children, · psychosurgery and legislators who have adopted only a 
came in through the kitchen and settled comfortably in where limited lobotomy or amygdalolomy was used to "wait and sCe" attitude until the curtent furor subsideis. 
the living room , right next to mom ar:id the freshly -baked reduce spontaneous activity and enhance controllability, And Two Forward ,. 
apple pie. ani,l f;om 't was aoJv · llectual. ../Jflld C •• , -,,,. ~ • . ... 
,\ 'i'V"·~ 
, ,~ ...' . , , . •,~!1~-1;, 
• ~ • ' • utatjon, · ~avAiM' •!( ti~:j 
'1science,,. his crit icisms re corroborated only by those 
sufficiently outcast or nonconformist to have directly 
experienced the oppression of that "science," while the 
vast majority of Americans still find both the sc ience and 
its refutation- too remote to be of immediate concern. 
To be st.Ire, behavioral "science" and its 
psychosurgical . met)'ods will become less remote to the 
exPerience of AfCri~ans as the therapeutic state 
cons0lidates its ascendiricy, 'but by then their . <;oncern 
will be of lillle import. The boot will have descended on 
thy human face, and utopia will be ours. 
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It Ain 't Necessarilv So 
Some Common Myths about the Women's Movement 
by Shelley Taylor Convissar 
All too often, the most educated and most 
potentially positive forces in the community are opposed 
to 0 movements" on the basis of the popular myths which 
surround them. In an effort to mitigate that harm to the 
women's movement, the following three 
(mis}conceptions are offered. 
1. AFFIRMATIVE ACT ION MEANS REVERSE DISCRI · 
MINATION AND QUOTA-SETTING. 
According to first year law student, Ray Bowie, in 
his article called The Great Quotafication (Ethos, Sept. 6, 
1973). Affirmative Action is "a reverse discrimination 
which would rectify ·past wrongs by P~rpetrating and 
sanctioning new ones, a vengeance ethic rather than an 
equal opportunity ethic." Further, Bowie complained 
that "the actual implementation of an affirmative action 
plan necessarily implies the establishment and filling of 
quotas" which he said 11 can be determined only with 
re(erence to the proportio ns women and minorities 
comprise within the population." 
Fortunately, Bowie is patently incorrect on all 
points. 
The Department of Labor guidelines state that goals 
required by the affi rmative action order "may not be 
rigid and inflexible quotas that must be met." Further, 
President Nixon 's Own statement on the subject labelled 
numerical goals "an important and useful tool to measure 
progress which remedies the effect of past 
discrimination." yet cautioned that such.goals "must not 
be allowed to be applied in such a fashion as to, in fact, 
result in the imposition of quotas . .." 
And further, the determination of goals (set by each 
· unit in schools or businesses, not by the government) has 
no relation to the " numbers of women and minorities .. . 
within the population." The establishment of goals is 
based solely on the availability of such groups. /f y,to men 
and minorities are in the job market and if they are 
underrepresented in that unit and if they are qualified to 
fill the ope'nings, then it would be a violation not to 
recruit and hire them. This is hardly reverse 
2. THE MOVE TO HIRE WOMEN IS WRONG 
BECAUSE WOMEN (A) DON'T WORK OR (B) DON'T 
NEED TO WORK OR (C) QUIT WORK AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE. 
This statement typifies probably the most 
destrµctive myth about women. The feeling among 
employers, both male and female, that women workers 
are unreliable or don't really need the work has helped to 
aeate the very disparate system we have today. The facts, 
however, show these conceptions to be unfounded. 
r Women, even in the early twentieth century, 
contributed five million workers to the labor force in this 
country. Since then, that number has risen to over thirty 
million '(30,000,000) in 1970. According to Professor 
Davidson of the UB Law School, "these figures . . . may 
not sufficiently -dramatize .the importance of women to 
the economy. It is obvious, however, that a group 
consisting of almost 40 per cent of the lab6r force is 
ind ispensible to the functiOning of the nation.'' 
Additionally, as of 1967, fully one-tenth of all 
family heads were women. According to the 19th 
Conference on Labor at New York University, "most 
women are no longer in the labor market to supplement 
their husbands' incomes, but primarily in order to 
provide the necessities of life for their families." Further, 
. in 1969 a study was completed which showed that on ly 
6.1 % of all' fa milies headed by men were below the 
poverty line contrasted with 28.9% of all fa mil ies headed 
by women. And, of the five million (5,000,000) families 
headed by women , 57.9% of those headed by non-white 
women lived in poverty. If nothing else, these statistics 
certainly speak to the need for women to work. 
On the charge that Women don ' t work on a regular 
basis throughout their lives, very little solid information 
is available. Studies do show, however, that the 
differences between women's and men's absences from 
work are minimal. The Bureau of Labor itself has 
examined the point and found, in an 'average year, that 
women lost 5.6 days contrasted with the 5 .3 days lost by 
men for reasons other than vacation. Despite the fac t that 
women have lower ranked and lower paid posit io ns than 
most men, women also remain longer with their jobs than 
discrimination, unless Bowie thinks that women and men do. A Civil Service Commission study has showed 
,minorities shouldn't be hired even if they're qualified, that 33% of men versus only 25% of women workers have SiitrPledgeS...,.......... Law Deans Favored Impeachment 
by Gary Muldoon 
Law school deans across the 
country on October 23 joined in 
the protest over President ' ' Good Fatth Efforts' ' Nixon's dismissal of Special 
Routine Appointments Committee 
recommendations sparked a flurry of 
"affirmative action" resolutions at last 
week's Student Bar Association meeting, 
when the SBA Board of Delegates 
unanimously adopted procedures calling 
for a "conscious good faith effort" to 
include "third world and women 
' students" in future committee 
appointments. 
•Immediately following SBA President 
Marty Miller's presentation of the 
selections for various committee 
vacancies; Treasurer Hugh Scott broached 
the need for the Appointments 
Committee to henceforth adhere to a 
"conscious good faith effort" to include 
minority students in its selections. To this 
resolution SBA Director Laura Zeisel 
moved an'amendment changing the focus 
from "minority students" to "third world 
and women students," an amendment 
readily accept.Ible to the framers. 
The resolution came under critical 
questioning from several Directors, some 
of whom expressed fears that such a 
resolution implied a quota system for the 
.selection of committee representatives. 
To assuage such fears, the . Directors 
amended the resolution further, so that 
the requirement would be that the two 
classes of students be "included in the 
committee's process of selection" rather 
than in it.s "selections" themselves. 
The resolution was the first vote in 
which the newly-elect~t,'. J irst-Year 
Directors participated, and \;~ose present 
indicated support of the motion . With its 
amendments, the resolution passed the 
body unanimously . Prosecutor Archiba ld Cox . The 
Further discussion of the deans signed a petition which 
Appoi~tments Committee, which is urges th a t "Congress act 
regarded as perhaps SBA's most powerful immediately to establish a 
in that it selects students as special Watergate prosecutor 's 
representatives to the faculty committees office," completely independent 
that run the school, resulted in several of the executive branch. 
The petition no tedDirectors voicing disappointment over the 
substantial evidence of the
Committee's practice of failing to post its possibility that Nixon has 
selections in advance of the SBA meetings engaged in "a delibera te effort 
or to publicize its selection criteria . to obstruct justice," and that 
Two additional resolutions, one "public trust in the 
obliging the Appointments Committee to administration of justice requires 
post the names of selections one week that the evidence of such 
· prior to SBA consideration and the other misconduct be investigated" by 
requiring the publication of selection public prosecutors. The petition 
criteria, passed the body with unanimous 
supporr Right On Writes Back 
Yet another resolution pertaining to 
the Appointments Committee, this one To the Editors: 
So Bortcha's complaining, 
joint-degree students on committees, was 
seeking "good faith efforts" to include 
huh? Wow, you kids sure have it 
tabl_ed du~ to lack of time until the next tough. His gripes reminded me of 
how rough it used to be to go toSBA meeting. 
law school in the old daysAs recommended by ' the 
(1970-73). Appointments Committee and accepted It is obvious from Bortcha's 
by the .Directors, the follo"."ing were grousy article that the present
approved ~s student r~pre~entat1ves: denizens of the Big O are being 
Kao Pm Lew - Minority ~tudents culturally deprived. They have -no 
Debbie Sc_hwa'.t~ - Appointments opportunity, as did their 
T~rry D• Filhpa Long Range illustrious forbearers, to park their 
Planning . Detroit contraptions in the mud 
Long Range flats or among the sand dunes of 
No Mans Land (Peoples Lot) or to 
Debbie Brodnlck 
Planning walk the Mile from there to theVickie Hess - International Legal 
law school in the teeth of a
Studies bracing Lake Erie breeze, fighting International Legal~ugh Manke off the winos of Terrace House 
Studies and >falling into potholes. They 
can't even go down into a 
spacious coral and aqua lounge 
and luxuriate among the vending 
machines free from the 
scrutinizing eyes of the 
ever•present ever•smiling faculty 
members. They probably don 't 
even have garbage trucks in the 
alley to drown out droning 
professors. They probably don't 
even have an alley. Or 
cockroaches. Or bats. 
And so, Borleha, while you're 
up there in your private study 
carrel adjusting the polarized 
porthole, don't complain too 
bitterly or some alumnae may just 
arrange to have duBois take over 
the food concession. 
Otto Matsch 
Sally Fox - Placem·ent 
3. WOMEN TODAY GET INTO SCHOOLS AND/OR 
JOBS EASIER THAN MEN DO AND THEREBY TAKE 
PLACES WHICH MEN WOULD HAVE HAD. 
Although it is impossible to ascertain exactly how 
employers choose their workers or how schools choose 
their students, some facts do · surface which seriously 
threaten the va lidity of such a statement. For example, 
U.B. Law School two years ago rejected a procedure 
which would have given preferential treatment to women 
applicants. The rise in women law students, in this school 
at · least, is therefore not due to any formal or informal 
edge given them by either the admissions committee or 
the Office of the Provost. According to Or. Girth, one of 
the only two women employed as instructors by the law 
school, the admissions committee accepts 75-80% of its 
students solely on the basis of their GPA-LSAT data, 
without regard to sex or race. In the remaining 
discretionary category, other qualifications are examined, 
but sex is not one of them. 
In employment, using law as an example, the facts 
do not sustain the belief that women are more easily 
hired. In 1970, a survey, published in the Harvard Law 
Bulletin ca lled Women in Low, of male and female 
graduates of the Harvard Law School indicates the 
opposite. The study showed that women received more 
interviews, but fewer jobs, and women received fewer 
offers from large corporate law firms as well. 
Additionally, when women lawyers did receive work, 
they earned less than their male counterpar ts throughout 
their careers and the differences grew with each ad ded 
year of employment. 
Finally, to the charge that women" when they are 
hired take the places that men would have had, all one 
can do is agree. But given the fact that '¥Omen generally 
are hired in lower paying positions than men, given the 
fact that women arc hired less often proportionally than 
men, given the fact that employers have a'natura\ bias 
against women in the work force, men can hardly 
complain. Women, if they are hired, can be sure that they 
were far superior to other app li can ts for all of the above 
reasons. A_dditionally , neither social nor legal sanctions 
arc applied to employers who do not hire women unless 
they arc eminent ly qualified for the open positions. 
sta ted that Nixon's refusal to 
comply with court rulings 
"raises a serious question as to 
whether he will ,.cooperate fully 
wit h a Congressionally 
estab li shed prosecutor." To 
protect against this contingency, 
the law deans urged the creation 
of a House committee to 
consider the necessity of 
impeachment. 
Deans from the following law 
schools have signed the petition: 
American, Buffalo, Case•Western 
Reserve , Catholic, Chicago, 
C.Olumbia, Georgetown, Harvard, 
Hofstra, Howard, Michigan , 
N.Y.U., Pennsy lvania, Stanford, 
Texas Southern, Tennessee, West 
Virginia., and Yale. 
The peti tion will be sent to 
Congress after more dei\ns have 
been reached. 
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Environmerital NotesFaculty ;Nieeting N ates by Peggy Rabkin by Gerry Schultz 
It was the report from the Appointments The last nomination was the most enthusiastic. 
Committee which dominated the October 10 W. Haywood Burns, Director of the National 
Faculty meeting held in the faculty lounge from C,onference of B·lack Lawyers1 wi ll be 
3:30 to 6:00 p.m. Professor Herman Schwartz, on recommended to the President for appointment . He 
behalf of this Committee, offered three names to is presently politically active as Adjunct Professor 
the faculty for its consideration and approval. of Law at New York University. He has an interest 
The nomination of Aleta Wallsch, a feminist ln Civil Rights and correction reform which he 
and Marxist with strong references and long hopes to maintain and develop wh il e he is in 
bibliography of publications, was rejected by the Buffalo. Both his bibliography and his educational 
fac ulty by a vote of fourteen no, five yes. Six­ background are very impressive. His B.A. is from 
faculty members abstained from voting. If the offer Yale. Among his numerous publications are The 
had been made, and Ms. Wallsch had accepted, she • Voices of Negro Protest In America and 
11 Federal 
would have taught Family Law, Property, and Law Government and Civil Rights" in Southern Justice . 
and Literature. His nomination was strongly recommended by the 
Two men were also nominated by the Law School's Black American Law Student 
Appointments Committee. Both of these Associa tion as well as by the Faculty Committee on 
nominations were approved by a unanimous vote. appointments. 
The faculty will recommend that President Ketter At the next Faculty meeting1 potentiala 
change in the grading system will head the agenda. 
Commercial Law with a pro-consumer bias. His 
appoint Andrew Spanogle, a specialist in 
Students interested in having input into any future 
recommendations indicate a reputation for good grading system, please contact Peggy Rabkin, 
teaching and a desire to do emPirical ~esear.ch on Eileen Greenbaum or Regina Felton, the student 
commercial law and economics. representatives who attend the meetings. 
ffiotcho Do 'Bout Nothing by Bortcha Motcha 
formerly parked in Joe's Lot or feet; and then you find out thatHo hum. You would think 
that imporlant assignment wasthat the sixth floor of the only with the incomparable Mr. 
hidden behing a Breitel posteroperating academic building on Trippe assumed the risk of 
the new North campus would be potholes or being run down by which was covered with- a 
a haven of solitude and deranged sheriff's deputies , And Fuchsberg poster which was 
ratiocinative silence. But take those of us who felt the bitter littered with l}ooks for sale 
the other Fr iday. Here we were, North wind cou ld always stop in notices and take ones for LIFE 
putting together thi s article, the County jail for a cup of hot and other new magazines. 
OPINION wishes to inform 
criticisms to make the law come to our eyes when we think 
thinking hard on constructive lava and a nasty look. Tears 
the student body that student 
of the mellow punctuation the mail which comes 9ur way willschool safe for students. First , 
be tacked up at the far left ofour illustrious editor meditated garbage trucks provided our 
the first floor lounge. However, for an hour, to blot out the mentors. 
sounds of construction crews But here in Elysium similar we exhort al l students to 
and the inte rminable bleep bleep cha llenges unaccountablyarc pressure the SBA to devi se 
of titanic machines backing distressing. Imagine, Mr. Matsch, better means for handling the 
dissemination of information to 
they never go forward - perhaps Conservative Heaven, with Saint students, if it can get a quorum.
• • * 
around the building (it seems that you died . and went to 
the bleeping bleeping is simply Barry at the Gate and everyone 
the mating cry of the .male ea rth playing accordions a la Welk! Fin a lly, we wish t o · 
mover ). How much' chagr in would you congratulate those members of 
So we sit down and begin to feel if you went to hear the the class of '73 who have gotten 
plan ways to improve matchless Mr. Buckley in those job s, recogni~e a few 
co mmuni ca ti o n s a mong heavenly ha ll s, and his mike outstanding a lumni, and wish 
students, faculty, and o thers. didn't work? "fhis ls the deep the rest of you bilbos a happy 
Suddenly, an inhuman cry filled hurl a ll of us wand'ring Halloween. First on .our li st is 
the air, wailing and wailin& in Jehovah's Witnesses feel a t Cornea BJoomlngame, '7 3, who 
implacab le hatred. Rushing out, arriving at the Promised Land, passed the California bar on her 
our editor, who enjoys rushing and finding the basement first try. After six months of job 
about, di scovered yet ano ther fl ooded with milk, and honey all hunting, she has finally landed a 
carpenter nonchalantly leav ing over our chairs. We imagine the bit part in the new tv series 
the library on some mysterious Silent Majori ty must feel the "Mission Illegible." She will 
mission. A call to the li brary same way after bea ting the pants portray a wacky secretary with 
staff elicited understandable ire off those hippies and perm issive good legs. Right on. Then there 
at having to traipse after the. cumminists, only to find their is Michae l Interminab le, who 
thoughtless workers, but an pockets picked, their larders was appointed to Archy Cox's 
unaccountable refusa l to yield stripped, and the Reds brazen ly staff of investigators. Hope you 
the magic key which can sil ence stea ling their oil, soy and whea t · find another job soon. 
the cry of the terrib le exits (no under the watchful eye of the Older alumni are a lso in the 
re lat ion to the egress) . epitome of lawnorder. news. T. Regulation, '54, has 
Well, thought we, maybe now heen named to the Gordon 
we can succinctly delineate the But perhaps we arc being too Liddy Chair of Criminal Law at 
pressing issues of the day. But harsh on our new environment. Black le tter Law School in 
no, still another junCle noise , After a ll , many of thp Brooklyn, N.Y. And we are 
intruded; this tii:ne, it was the shortcomings co'nfronting us are pl eased to announce the 
insistent trumpeting of the fire rel at ively corrigible. For publication of a new tex tbook 
alarms1 punctuated by the instance, if those holdout profs by Professor Robert Bullitt. 
crunch of slamming doors. Our who still insist that oral Entitled Selective Service Law: 
editor was transported back to assignments, no tes on the Gold fyfine of the Seventies, it is 
days as a hall monitor, and bu lletin boards, and xeroxes in published by Little, Cruddy, & 
proceeded to push all of us the library are a worthy Co., and al $23.50 it 's a stea l. 
down the stairs. So much for a substitute for handouts in class, 125 pp . 
meaniiigful article this 'issue. would only see the light, there Of Halloween we think 
Perhaps we' ll cogitate when wouldn't be as much chaos as mention should be made, if only 
winter comes and the workmen crowds many a classroom. And . to remind all . denizens of these 
are subdued, but they'll if those students who grab one concrete halls that there is a 
probably begin to cover the of everythin& off the xerox piles part y_ scheduled tomorrow, 
handprints on our white wa ll s wou ld consider that those papers featuring app le bobbing, fancy 
then, Ecch. ... are for someone else, only the costumes, an(t gala cavorting. As occasional lazy bum would enter the Internal Revenue Service is 
We would like to thank Mr. class ill prepared. recruiting that day, it is rumoced 
Ohho Matsch for his kind And what of the recalcitrance that several third year students 
remarks on our last column. of the admin istration, which still are coming dressed as Lou Del 
While his broken-lot running is seems to insist that the bulletin Cotto and Ken Joyce. We wi ll be 
famed throuahout downtown boards are an efficient method there, camera in hand, to 
Buffalo, we mull note that there of disseminating information?? capture all you with lampshades 
is little resemblance to our The chore of checking each on heads and in other positions 
current pllpt In the perils of the board daily has worn out our of lawyerlike repose , so easy on 
Old School. SIUdents who best shoes and wearied our tired the nectar. 
Lately we have been hearing and read ing a lot about the 
energy crisis. Even the businessman's favorite tool, Richard 
Nixon, has haltingly murmured that we should maybe not use quite 
so much energy. But the crisis exists only because we have been 
brainwashed into thinking that we need buy a staggering array of 
consumer products which are at best frivolous. At worst, their 
profitable existence shows that we have become a nation addicted 
to consumption. As 6% of the wor ld 's population, we use 33-40% of 
the world's energy - and General Electric tells us that in ten years 
we will be using twice as much energy as we do now. This is, of 
course, fine for GE si nce it will keep them in the forefront of the 
fight for higher profits. 
The energy crisis is a fraud because it •could be eliminated 
through mass action. There is no iaw saying we have to buy all of 
these things - there ls on ly massive adverti~ing that stimulates an 
entire society, saying - Buy/ If enough people say "stop buying 
this unnecessary merchandise", more people would real ize that a 
choice actually exists. If the point were brought home to enough 
people that a main reason the energy crisis exists is that people drive 
Cad illacs and buy electric can openers, they would have a second 
strong reason to stop wasting their money (that is, be5ides the fact 
that it is a waste of money). It is a waste of resources and energy. 
What We Can Do 
Some things you can do 
to save energy 
1. Stop using unnecessary electri c appliances - don't buy any 
for gifts. Encourage your friends to stop using them: 
Can openers Warming trays 
Knives Egg Cooker/poachers 
Shpe shiners Motorized bar-b-q's 
Toothbrushes Blankets 
Combs/stylers Hot Dog cookers. 
Razors Bun warmers 
Hot Lather Dispensers Steam wrinkle removers 
Ice Crushers Fondue sets 
Facial sau nas Steak broilers 
2. Don't Duy big cars - they are a waste of resour~es, money and 
energy. The energy it takes to build and sh ip them and the 
. energy it takes to run them. ,Encourage your friends and. 
relatives to buy small cars. 
3. Don't buy cars with air conditioning - it is not only a 
,substantia l added cost, but also causes the car to use a lot 
more gas. 
4. , Use hand lawn mowers instead of power mowers 
5. Buy beverages in returnable containers 
6. Recycle glass, metal and paper you use, as much as possible. 
There are recycling centers in Buffalo at Central Park Plaza, 
Main and Delavan, Park Edge (McKinley). and the Main Street 
Campus. In Amherst, at Sheridan near Bailey, and in 
Hamburg's Old Fire Hall, South Buffalo Street (downtown) 
there are metal centers also. For cans, you can go to 
Bethlehem or Republic.Steel. 
For paper on ly, receptacles are here in the law school 
building. 
Keep this Tl1 mind: If we a ll used substantially less energy and acted 
to conserve resources, there would be no dependen~e o n Mideastoil , 
no need for an Alaskan pipeline, and no tack or strip mining in large 
portions of the Western States. 
CORRECTIONS 
In issl.ie No. 2, we om itted 
OPINION regrets that we left th.e student members of the 
Prof~ssqr Larry Wenger out '?k iJ Academic Policy and Programs 
the l,st of facu lty offices in issue Committee (APPC). They are: 
No. 1. He can b~ found in room Ronnie Edelman, Alan Ahart, 
205, phone x2043. and Mark Finkelstein. 
1
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M-cCartyDiscusses [aw& Technology 
Introductory Note: The fo llowing is a 
slightly edi ted version of an address gi ven 
by L. Thorne McCarty to a Conference on 
Computers, Society and Law: The RoleJn 
Legal Education on June 26, 1973- at 
Stanford Law Schoo l. It describes a course 
he taught at Stanford and hopes to teach 
here. The course stresses quantitative 
methodology and policy formation . 
McCarty stresses that there is no 
separate fi eld on computers and law, no 
more than there is a fie ld of law and 
typewriters. Instead, he contends that 
technology and scient ific methodology 
have affected every area of study, and its 
use in and impact on law should be 
understood. 
He breaks the field of law and 
techno logy down into three areas - the 
quanti ta tive methodology the course 
d esc ribed below studies, compu te r 
application to legal analysis, and legal 
control o f compu te r technology (such as 
data banks and the righ t to privacy). 
Following the course description is an 
ex tract o f the sy llabus which the student 
may fi nd helpful. Kay Wigtll 
by L. Thorne McCarty 
My subject is not computers, per se, 
bu t ra ther a se t of methodo logies which 
are heavily dependent on the compu te r, 
which indeed owe much o f their current 
pro minence in society to the spectacular 
developments in computer technology in 
the past two decades. In the t itl e I refer to 
" quanti tati ve methods," a te rm which is 
intentio nally imprecise and possibly 
misleading as .well. I include here a 
m~lar)ge of techn iques: such things as 
sta ti stica l infe re nce, mathematical 
modeling, mathematical o ptimization, 
computer simulatio n, decision analys is, 
and so on. There is no agreement on a 
term for these methodologies taken as a 
whole; no r is there any agreement on ~ hat 
the subfields are, or what they should be 
called;- o r how they should rela te to one 
another. Sometimes. the area is refe rred to 
as the "decisio n sciences/' apparently to 
emphas ize its function . as an aid to 
decision•making, but this terminology is 
not universall y accepted . So I make no 
attempt here to delimit the fi eld further 
or to stipulate a more precise definition : 
instead I re ly on SO~e of the examples 
late r in the talk to flesh Out the concept 
more fully. 
It is often just these quanti tative 
methods - mo re than the physica l 
computing machine itself - which the 
genera lly educated public has in mind 
when it speaks of today 's "computerized" 
society. The educated public is aware, I 
th ink , that many of our most hea ted 
pub li c debates revolve around highly 
tec hni ca l, hi ghl y "compu te ri zed" 
analyses: that the debates over equal 
educa tional oppo rtunity, ·fo r ~xainple, 
involve the application of basic stat istica l 
co nce pts t o large coll ec~ions Of 
quantitative data; that the debates 9ver 
economic policy are guided by large•scale 
computer•s imulated econometric modelsj 
that the debates over the ABM are 
couched in terms of the probab ilistiG 
models and mathematical optimization 
techniques o f the opera tions research 
profession. And if there was ever any · 
doub t about the impact a compute r 
simulation study might have in a 
controversial publ ic policy di spute, that 
doubl has sure ly been d ispel led by the 
publication of The Limits to Growth , the 
F a rr es t er-Meadows analysis of thC 
consequences of unl imited economic 
development; thi s parti cul ar simu_lation 
model was front-page news when 1t ·was 
announced, and a subject fo r editori al 
writerr' for two or three months 
thereafter. The public reactio n has been 
captured very well , I th ink, by I Russe ll 
Baker in a column for the New York 
Times: " Now it appears tha t it wasn' t a 
joke after all. The world really is coming 
to an end . We have It from a computer, 
which has examined or processed or done 
whatever computers do to , or with , or at, 
a mathematical model of the world . (How 
typica l, how depressi ng that most of us, 
dependent upon a compu ter and a 
m a t h ematical model fo r news of 
doomsday's imminence, don't even know 
what a mathematica l model is, or what a 
computer does with it, or to it , or at it.)" 
Now what does th is have to do with 
law? Or indeed with Computers, Society 
and Law? It seems that law schools have 
trad itionall y reacted .to quant itat ive 
methods in much the same way that" 
Russell Baker does: the ty pical law-school 
graduate has a vague awareness that such 
things exis t, but a lack 9f self•confidence 
in utili zing, cr iticizing or evaluating them. 
And in this sense law schools are an 
anomaly among academic institutions 
L. Thorne McCarty 
concerned with public poli cy analysis. 
Graduate students in the socia l sciences 
routinely study statist ics, and in some 
cases (economics is the obvious example) 
ra th e r so phi s t ica t ed m athemptics. 
Engineering departmen ts are currently 
adapting their too ls of optimiza t ion a'nd 
modeling to policy issues, often in a 
distinctl y proselytizing manner. Business 
schools typ ically require their students to 
study a year of Decision Science, and 
increasingly emphas ize the app lica tion of 
these manager ial techniques to the public 
as well as the private sec tor. Finall y, as if 
thi s were not enough, a num ber of 
un iversi ties are now establishing separate 
schools of Public Policy Science, training 
bo th adm inistrators and future 
researchers, and usuall y with a decided ly 
quantita ti ve ben t. 
Of course, a possible response here is 
to say: we ll , if the law school is in fac t an 
anomaly among these highly technical 
approaches to po li cy analysis, then by a ll 
means let us stri ve to preserve that one 
re mai ning anomaly . By this ~iew, the 
in trusion of quantitati ve methods and 
mathematical models into the social 
sciences in recent years has led only to an 
impoveri shment of social thought, and the 
prolifera t ion of techn ical so lu tions to 
political problems has led to an even 
greater impoverishment of publ ic poli ti ca l 
debate . And there is obviously some tru th 
to th is position - mos t persuasively so 
when it can be deve loped further in to an 
in fo rmed cr itique of a par t icular 
misguided techn ical analysis. 
However, rather than attempting a 
resol ution of this dispute, let me merely 
reformulate it as a series of questions 
wh ich seem relevan t to legal education. A 
firs t se t of questions is concerned wi th the 
poli cy sciences themselves: To what 
ex tent are the new quan titative aids to 
decision.mak ing in fact ap plicable to 
public poli cy analysis? If they are 
applicab le in certai n areas, how much does 
the poli cy-make r need to know in order to 
effecti ve ly utilize them? If they arc not 
applicable in certai n areas , how much does 
the po licy-maker need to know in order to 
effecti ve ly resist them? 
A second se t of questions has to do 
with the lawyer's role as po licy.maker: To 
what ex tent will the lawyer encounter 
these heavil y quantitative analyses in his 
tradition role as practicing attorney? in hi s 
in c reas ingly important role wi thin 
government agencies? in hi s role as a 
member of the interdisciplinary research 
teams that are now .,so prominen t in the 
academi.c community? 
A fi nal set of quest ions is concerned 
with the law school's response to these 
developments: Should the law student be 
given a formal acquai ntance wi th 
quanti tati ve methods in law.re lated 
problem areas? Or should he merely be 
encouraged to cross•register into other 
departments? Or told that he can a lways 
" pick up" the technical n1ate rial later if it 
becomes necessary? 
My own at tempt to answer some of 
these questions has taken the form of an 
eXperimental seminar which I taught at 
Stanfo rd Law School thi s pas t semester. I 
have thus add ressed the last se t of 
ques tions fi rs t: how we ll docs a course in 
Decision Technology and Low, as I ca ll ed 
it, fi t into the typ ical law school 
curr iculum? Bu t the o ther questions were 
considered also: indeed, a central purpose 
of the course was to assess generall y the 
a ppli ca ti o ns a nd l im ita ti o ns of 
q uantitati ve me thods in publ ic policy 
analysis, and to specu late on the re levance 
of this material for law graduates. 
I would li ke to descr ibe the course in 
grea ter deta il, and indica te some o f the 
ten tat ive Conclusions which emerged from 
it. 
Firs t of all , the seminar I developed in 
Decision Technology and Law did not 
a ttempt to su rvey in one semester the 
entire range of techniques which I have so 
far loosely character ized as " quant itative 
methods": it focused somewhat more 
precise ly on the concepts of modeling and 
op timiza tion, with the emphasis be ing 
placed on computer simulatioll models 
and on op timal dcc ision•ITlak ing under 
u ncertainty. Thal is still a vas t territory, methods in legal problem areas have 
of course, but it specinca ll y excludes probably become apparent. I think the.. ••-.e ,·- ·--
methodology had arisen, so a third sec tion 
· of the course attempted to focus on these 
" Issues and Problems" : the limi ta tions of 
the decision science techniques in realistic 
problem areas, and the need for a proper 
balance between formal and informal 
analysis. Finall y, three class sessions were 
devoted to presentations of student 
papers. 
The important point to emerge from 
the fi rst case study was the importance of 
interd isciplinary collaboration. If the 
systems engineer intends to add ress public 
policy questions, then he will necessaril y 
be working with laws and lawmakers and 
lawyers; converse ly, if the lawyer intends 
to address a complex systems problem like 
pollut ion control, he will be well-advised 
to make use of all the technical 
methodologies that are presently avai lable. 
Furthermore, on a more in te ll ec tual plane, 
a mix o f diverse di sc iplinary approacbes to 
a problem is itself a healthy thing. I have 
emphasized so far the contributions that 
quantitative methods could make to the 
work of lawyers. I should also emphas ize 
the contributions that a lawyer's peculiar 
sk ills could offe r to the work of the 
systems engineer, particularl y in the 
essential process of cri t icizing and 
continuall y modifying a proposed formal 
model. 
The remaining topics ind icate the 
diversity o f the problems that can arise. 
The fi nal three case stud ies..were in tended 
to provide a more detai led understand ing 
of the various types of fo rmal models that 
might be utili zed in different applica tions 
areas, and to raise the same questions 
about the legal relevance of thi s work that 
first came up in connection with the firs t 
• case study. 
The sessions on '. ' Issues and Problems" 
which fpllowed were intended to i ddress 
explicitly the methodological critic isms 
which had appeared already in the more 
expository case studies. 
My own opinions about quanti ta tive· 
tradi t ional statistica l methodology · -
partia ll Y because a course in social science 
resea rch techniques (da ta analysis, 
stati stica l infe rence, e tc.) had been taught 
the previous year at Stanford by Dav is 
Rose nhan, Professor of Law and 
Psychology here. I envision as a fu rther 
deve lopment a fu ll-year law school course 
which combines both : stat istica l in ferC nce 
and empirical research techn iques in the 
fi rst semester; modeling and optimization 
techniques in the second semester. In thi s 
sense, my seminar th is year was a test of 
Quanti tative Methods, Part Two. 
The general organization of the course 
was as fo llows: First , a quick "Technical 
Overview/' very superficial, intended only 
to introduce some of the principal 
concepts and provide a foundation for the 
more de tailed discussions that would 
fo ll ow. The second main section of the 
course then developed fur ther in four 
"Case Stud ies," each one an applicat ion of 
o ptimization or modeling ideas in an area 
of potential legal inte rest. By this point, as 
anticipat.ed, several crit icisms of the 
mate ri al is impo rtant, and will become 
increas ingly so in the years to come. I 
have reservat io ns a bo ut certain 
applica t ions, obviously, bu t I think these 
reservations themse lves provide reason 
enough for a law student to study the 
decision science approaches in greater 
detail , always with a critical eye. 
Suggested Bibliography : 
Richard A. Cellarius and John Platt, 
"Councils of Urgent Studies.'' 177 
Science 6 70-76 (August 25, 1972). 
Ida R. Hoos, " Systems Experts : Foxes 
in the Henhouse," in A.F. Westin, ed. , 
Information Technology In a 
Democracy (Harvard Univ. Press, 
1971), pp. 444-450. 
Herbert A. Simon, " Understand ing the 
. Natural and the Artifi cial · Worlds," 
chap ter 1 of The Sciences of the 
Artificial (MIT Press1 1969). 
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Fuchsber-.g Speaksby Ian DeWaalTurn of the Screw 
An opportunity may exist for the and student notices (1st floor) are all found on 
esublishment of a contingent loan repayment these boards. Students are held responsible for at Law School 
plan which would alleviate the financial problems 
now existing for many law students. A similar 
plan in operation at Yale University p>ovides 
loans to participants which are then paid back 
for -i set maximum number of years at a 
percentage of income on an income tax type 
scale. Opportunities exist for repayment to be 
completed before the set maximum number of 
years has passed. 
There is one problem with instituting such a 
plan here. People are needed to help draft the 
final proposal and present it to a local area bank 
for endorsement. A request for volunteers for 
this project has been displayed without response 
for over a week now on various bulletin boards 
throughout the school. If you are interested in 
this effort, please contact Marty Miller in the 
Student Bar Association office as soon as 
possible. Immediate action is needed if this plan 
is to be operational for next September. 
General information relating to class assignments 
(2nd floor), altered meeting times (3rd floor) , 
room changes (3rd floor), financial aid 
information (3rd floor), placement (3rd floor), 
requests for students to see people in various 
offices for the completion of forms (3rd floor), 
being knowledgeable of all information posted 
on these boards since they are . the only viable 
method of communication that now exists. ... 
Every year a number of individuals fail to 
pick up either their original class cards or change 
of course cards and' every year someone who is 
1 
not registered in a course attempts to take the 
final exam. This problem would be easily 
corrected if everyone made sure to pick up their 
class card at the Registrar's office. Also, a 
number of students, especially freshmen, have 
nor Yet turned in material necessary to complete 
their registration. Please check the list on the 
ten million Americans were able 
to get justice In the courts. 
The fifty million dollars that 
Governor Rockefeller has 
proposed to spend for new 
judgeships and court facilities 
for implementation of the new 
drug law is unnecessary, said 
f:uchsberg; the money could be 
better spent in other areas of the 
law, such as for probation 
officers and Family Court. The 
present coUrt faci lities can 
handle the drug cases, if there is 
proper management and 
Republicans on the Court• 
Jacob Fuchsberg that at theFriedman Delivers Mitchell Lecture 
third floor round red bulletin board . effective leadership. ••• Fuchsberg-Breitel Contest 
Students who are getting tuition remission Fuchsberg stated that prior to 
for any reason must file scholar incentive awards this election, his opponent, 
in order to receive the waiver. In p~rticular, the Char les Breitel, had not 
following students have not completed all fornis proposed a single suggestion for 
necessary for securing a tuition waiver: Richard dealing with the congestion of 
E. Clark, Loren Lobban, Roy Walker , Robert E. the courts. Citing his own 
Brown, Regina Felton, William Robinson, credentials of 37 years as a trial 
Cynthia Lowney, Jose Sosa, Ro-Wang Yuen, lawyer, F uchsberg asserted that 
David Hewitt, and Ronald Sherod. Please contact the contest · is not a matter of 
James Eaglin in 414O'Brian Hall immediatelv. legal and intellectual credentials. 
by Ray Bowie 
La wrence M. Friedman of 
Stanfor~ Law School was hosted 
last week by the Faculty of Law 
and Jurisprudence when the 
reknowned lega l historian 
appeared to deliver the annual 
James McCormack Mitchell 
Lecture, this year entitled 
"Notes Toward a flistory of 
lustice." 
In his . "Notes Toward a 
History of Justice," Friedman 
presented a tripartite division of­
American legal history, with t_he 
distinguishing . character'istics of 
each era determined by the 
particular social demands made 
upon the law, and each era 
differing from the others in 
terms of both the criminal 
ju s tice system and the 
accessibility of legal remedies. 
Identifying the three eras as 
the colonial, victorian, and 
modern, Friedman's lecture 
consisted of comparing them, 
according to the two criteria of 
the criminal system and 
accessibility, and then 
reconstructing the contemporary 
social pressures which 
determined each era's 
characteristics. 
The Colonial Era 
The colonial era, a time in 
which the religious influence in 
politics was presumably strong, 
construed every crime as a sin 
against the moral order of nature 
but believed nonethe less that 
offenders could be rehabilitated 
by public shame and proper 
instruction. Even though this 
often meant that the upperclass 
would impose its "natural" 
moral regime on recalcitrant 
lower classes of society, 
Friedman noted that "colonial 
justice wn open and cheap, 
jusllces were well-known, and 
liliptlon was accessib le to all 
anc1 swift." 
The Victorian Er.1 
By lhe 19th century, the 
bellnnlns of the Victorian era, 
the same m'orallstic laws 
remained on • the books, but 
social attention focmed more on 
crimes 1Pln1t property than 
almes aplmt morallty, a shift 
reflecllns "the dillre to make 
the country safe for industrial 
growth ." As society had become 
larger and increasingly more 
mobile, pub lic shame no longer 
functioned as an adequate 
criminal sanction, so that "for 
the first time, imprisonment 
become s sta nd a rd . " The 
penitentiary was invented, and 
" refor:mation was attempted by 
isolation . . . the strictness and 
severity of prison life were to do 
the job." 
In terms of·the accessibility 
of legal remedy, the Victorian 
era saw litigation expenses soar 
beyond the means of most, the 
overcrowding of the co~rts with 
business transactions, and "the 
law itse lf become mysterious .. _ 
with fewer willing to undertake 
risks in suing." Friedman 
described the era further as one 
in which litigat ion was 
discouraged in ·favor of private 
settlement, thus bcnefitting 
special interest groups with 
private power rather than 
individual litigants. 
Toward the turn of the 
century, Friedman contended, 
with- the cities overpopulated 
and the frontier vanished, 
Americans began to experience a 
diffuse disquiet which 
manifested itself in xenophobia, 
racism, political radicalism, and 
1'a mass of new law ... interest 
group law ." As interest group 
fought interest group for laws of 
economic benefit, the Victorian 
compromise broke down, and as 
"deviation came out of the 
closet, still other interest groups 
sought to legislate morality . ' 
The Modern Era 
In his assessment of ihe 
modern era, Friedman noted 
that "we are still paying the 
price for these nightmares," 
Repressive tegislation spawned 
during the time of disquiet has 
been resisted, while the 
re'sistance itself engenders 
reaction. 11The current crisis is 
one in which the demands of the 
underprivileged have increased," 
he continued, 11 while' the levels 
of tolerance has generally gone 
down," 
The legal history of America, 
Friedman believes, illustrates 
how the law reflects the crisis of 
demands in each era, and how 
the current crisis can only be 
understood in the context of 
previous eras in the nation 's legal 
history. 
The theme. of Friedman's 
Mitchell Lecture, deliverid 
before a Moot Courtroom 
audience composed equally of 
faculty and students, surfaced 
again when he spoke on the 
top ic "Can Laws Really Change 
Thing s? " a t the SBA 
Distinguished Visitors Forum . 
In law schools, he explained 
in his informal talk to the largely 
student audience, "professors 
and students behave as if minute 
procedures are very important 
__ that it makes no difference to 
social change whatsoever," and 
yet there are many instances in 
which the law adapts to social 
. change_ "A problem is posed by 
the social context, the demand 
coffies from the outside," he 
argued . ~'And the demand on the 
law causes it to take on a new 
meaning." 
As opposed to ·what he felt 
was the naive notion that judges 
reach momentous deci,sions in 
vacuo, Friedman stated his belief 
that the character of ttle judge, 
the quirks of wording, and even 
the facts of the pilrticular case; 
were largely irrelevaht to the 
development of law, since 
"decisions are the result of social 
pressures on the legal system 
from outsid~ the system." 
The act of litigation can help 
make socia I movements more 
visib l e and raise the 
consciousness of judges, but, he 
added, the import.ant factor in 
legal developments is "the 
extent to which there is genuine 
social force pressing against the 
law." Hence, it often does not 
matter whether the argument is 
weak or the attorney poor, for 
social forces are more 
instrumentai than the particular 
incidentals in determining a 
,decision. 
''The law is not a conservative 
set of systematic concepts;' . 
Friedman concluded, "it can be 
used in the interest of social 
forces." Whil~ "no major social 
change can be accomplished 
through legal tinkering" and 
"the status quo may look like a 
brick wall," yet "some of the 
bricks are made out of 
marshmallow, and y0u can push 
through." 
by Gary Muldoon 
Jacob D . Fuchsberg, 
Democratic candidate for Chief 
Judge of the New York Court of 
Appeals, spoke at the law school 
on October 15. Addressing an 
audience of about 75 persons in 
the Moot Court Room, 
Fuchsberg criticized the present 
system of the administration of 
law in the state and presented 
himself as one who is capable of 
extracting the law out of its 
current malaise. · 
Fuchsberg noted 
Fuchsberg stated that with present time there are five 
the selection of candidates for Republicans on the seven-judge 
the chief judgeship that has gone Court of Appeals. Should Breitel 
on for the past 57 years, there be elected chief judge, a vacancy 
has resulted no effective and would be created which would 
efficient administration of the allow Rockefeller to appoint 
courts. With a deal between the _ another Republican to the court. 
R.epublican and Democratic (Fuchsberg consistently referred 
Parties to select the next senior to Breitel as his Republican 
man on the Court of Appeals for opponent, when in fact Breitel 
the chief judgeship, the system also has the liberal Party's 
only assures the people that they backing as well.) 
will get the next oldest and next F uchsberg was asked whether 
best tired man. F uchsberg he, as a negligence lawyer and an 
asserted that this method gives outspoken critic of no-fault, ' 
no assurance of a man with would disqualify "himself when ' · 
"drive, energy, and imagination the question came up before the 
that is implicit in. the title of 
chief judge." The Democrat 
stated that he wants to shake up 
the system, to change unfair 
dispositions in individual cases, 
and that he stood for "change, 
whether somebody likes it or 
not." 
F uchsberg cited ex~mples of 
what he considered to be 
injustices and mismanagement of 
the law. He noted a study by the 
Economic Development . 
Corporation which revealed that Court o.f Appeals. He rep lied in 
judges in New York sat on the the negative. He noted that no 
bench for only 3 hours and 20 more than forty per cent of 'his 
case load was personal injury 
cases, and that philosophically 
and socially the concept of 
no..fault was very good, "if it 
compensates all people." He said 
he opposed, however, the system 
of "pick and choose for the 
profit and convenience of the 
insurance companies." He also 
noted that, in a poll taken two 
years ago, 97% of New York 
judges were against no-fault. 
Another student queried 
Fuchsberg about his campaign. 
minutes per day, on the average. for Chief judge and asked 
He noted that because of the whether it had shown the kind 
backlog of cases, prisoners in the of dignity that is becoming of a 
Tombs awaiting trial for 18 chie! judge . Fuchsberg 
months were compelled to plead strenuously denied the assertion, 
guilty to get released . He stating that every piece of 
attacked plea bargaining abuses campaign literature and 
which allowed persona •accuseP advertising b~ him was intended 
and perhaps guilty of serious or to state problems and to give his 
violent crimes to get off on proposed solution to that 
dis mi ssa I or suspended problem. "The purpose of an 
sentences. Such cases have not election is not to create apathy,'' 
been disposed of on their merits, he stated. Previously in his 
he asserted, but because of speech, Fuchsberg had charged 
calendar congestion. He also .nl,ithat Breitel's campaign was 
asserted that legal services are at{1:w fcbmposed of sloganeering and 
present not available to persons personal attacks. The purpose of 
of moderate means, but that his own campaign, · stated 
when he was part of the O.E.O., Fuchsberg, was educational. 
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Legal Qelivery Conference Held •· 
by Ray Bowie 
The Faculty of Law and 
Jurisprudence sponsored its first 
professional conference in its 
new building two weeks ago, 
when local . faculty and legal 
scholars from throughout the 
nation gathered for two days of 
discussion and debate regarding 
"The Delivery and Distribu tion 
of Legal Services." According to 
Provost Richard Schwartz, the 
conference was. designed to 
" deve lop t he sc holar ly 
equ'ipment" to support reforms 
in the delivery of legal services, 
and the paper!» presented were 
se lected toward that end. 
The conference had its 
genesis in the research of Prof. 
Philip Lochner, currently in New 
York on a leave of absence.from 
the Faculty, and it )Nas Lochner 
who invited to part icipate in 
the conference those whose 
work he had come into contact 
with in the course of his own 
research in the area of legal 
~ rvices. After · Lochner had 
issued the invitations and 
selected the papers, coordination 
of ihe conference was delegated 
to Alan Heibein , a third-year 
student who had assisted 
Lochner with earlier research. 
According to Heibein 
Lochner's interest in the area of 
legal services was aroused by the 
.. interesting questions of why 
private attorneys give no-fee or 
low-fee counsei to indigent 
cl ients, what sort of private 
attorneys do this and· to whom 
they give their services, and how 
they contacted such clients." In 
researching these questions for a · 
fort hcoming publi cation 
Lochner contacted lega l scholar; 
who were also researching that 
area, found that some supported 
his own findings while others 
contradicted them, and . 
· determined that a conf.e rence in 
the area involving those scholars 
would be productive. 
The conference was, 
according to Heibein, "one of 
the few areas in the interface of 
the social sc iences and law where 
it is possible to hold a 
conference without hav ing to 
commission papers due to the 
heavy amount of research 
already undergoing in the area." 
The extent of that research, 
and its controversiality, emerged 
frequently during the course of 
tbe conference. 
Barbara Curran of the 
American Bar Foundation sta ted 
h er s uspi c io n_ that 
- BellingConference on Delivery of Legal Services 
Stumpf, , political science 
professor at New Mexico, to the 
effect that, while the OEO legal 
aid programs did not meet their 
ambitious goals of social change 
through legal services, the 
programs have had the 
unforeseen effect of encouraging 
the study of poverty law in law 
schools. 
Each paper delivered was 
critiqued by a panel of faculty 
and guests, an •arrangement 
which Heibein said was 
complicated by the installation 
of seats in the lecture halls 
through that week. "There was 
no way to plan rooms," he said. 
''A small room wasn't conducive 
to panel discussion, yet no larger 
roory, was available." Observers 
at the conference sessions also 
reported that panel particip"ants, 
especially· faculty, would often 
arrive late for the discussions 
and sometimes simply. failed to 
middle-income people were the legal profession. In his own· appear, resul ti ng in disruption of 
presently the group most bereft paper, Johnstone observed that -the schedule. 
of accessib le legal services and one deleterious Side effect of With regard to attendance at 
revealed that the ABF is legal aid programs was the I the sessions, Mr. Helbein 
conducting a study of that very promo tion of unnecessary legal asserted that " there was fairly 
problem, a study which was services, thereby harming the good attendance by students,"
subsequently attacked by Yale interests of those who need but faculty partib!pants were 
Prof. Quinton Johnstone as necessary services. overheard criticizing their 
"market research analysis" of Controversy also sur'rounded colleagues' lack of interest in the 
the middle-class for benefit of the hypothesis argued by Harry conference. 
Traffic Controlonthe North Campus by Ray Bowie 
• l • • 
The North Campus roadway systems, still only Depart ment of Transportation is committing 
par~i,allY,<.opep, ,wil,I w,ith),n , futµre mo~ths ,and years , 11 sub!jtandard work" funds to widen the highway as a 
~pgme the _key to a ,traffic master plan1 ~ rvi11g SUNY, 
the Audubon Community,. and much of the Town of 
Amherst, accordin8, to Joh ri Randall, Architectural 
Associate with the University Faci Iities Planning office. 
New Entrances 
Within the next one to three months, much of the 
current access and egress inconvenience will be remedied, 
he reported, when the yet incomplete Augspurger Road is 
opened through to Millersport, thereby permitting 
left-hand turns in the area both entering and leaving 
campus. Another inconvenience, the traffic bottleneck at 
the intersec tion of Maple and Sweet Home, will be 
eliminated, it is h_oped ·by winter, when the opening of 
the Flint entrance will permit the rerouting of Sweet 
Home along the North Campus Boulevard from Rensch 
Road to Flint. 
At that time, Sweet Home Road will be closed off 
between the Rensch entrance and Maple Road, and 
traffic lights will be insta lled both at the Rensch and 
Flint entrances to faci litate .the flow of traffic through 
the campus. 
With the opening ·of both the Augspurger and flint 
entrances, the campus roadway system wi ll be prepared 
'to handle two major interchanges in the future, with 
traffic flowing onto campus off Millerspor t and off the 
proposed Lockport Expressway, Which will be 
constructed just west of the campus. 
Traffic Signals 
·Mr. Randall'ifated that the installation of traffic 
lights at the F. lint and Rensch entrances,i\ ~![,pdyJ>ehind 
sc~~~.I~ . ~r el becau~ the . .!Y e ~f ~i1Jfc·,lcor,i~rol _ft 
}Jl!~.d.,; . 
to the so· heast of campus 
years, and hence neither SUNY nor the Towri of Amherst 
wishes to commit $30,000 to install a light on a section 
of Millersport 'that will eventually be torn up. He 
suggested that Amherst police may direct traffic at_the 
Augspurger entrance should traffic warrant it, and that 
-' UB officials meet with Amherst representatives monthly 
to review the North ~Ca~pUs situaJion. od1 
· • . Millersport Hlg!}way1, , 
Despite plans eventua!ly to reroute Millersport 
around the campus, Randall reported that the state 
,temporary measure to .handle the eX pected increase in 
student and construction traffic in coming years. The 
funds were set aside by DOT for interim construction, 
and while the roadwork is acknowledged as 
•~substandard" in quality, it is expectfd to last at least ten 
years, or long enough for the rerouting of Milleu;port. 
Many of the · roads planned for the campus' 
"Southeast Quadrant," the area south of Lake LaSalle 
and east of O'Brian Hall, are still sketched only as douei 
lines, for construction in that area has been slowed by the 
nE:ed first to coordinate federal , state, town, and SU NY 
planning in the ~rea. · · 
. . .. _. rs ".10-Y.>~ • ·•. t.,_ , ~- ... 2 
north 1.1 ·ward on where 1t w1 e part of 
the "central spine road" ' runnirig up the center Of the 
·developments. 
Another · consideration in· the routing of campus 
roads is the Erie and Niagara Counties Regional Planning 
Board, an agencY responsi~le for ,.total regional 
planning" and th~ approval of federal funds for highway 
constru,tion·. As the UB-AuduboA· network iricludes 
federal funding, the routing of the remaining campus 
roads must bC coordinated With priorities chosen by the 
Regional Planni~g Board . 
Sti ll a third consideration is the alignment of NFTA's 
ra pid transit system, designed eventually to connect the 
campus with dow ntown Buffalo. According . to 
Randall, it now appears that the NFTA will come along 
Millersport, travel directly through the middle of the 
campus and then up to Audubon, making UB " truly an 
urban campus.'' T~c alignment of the NFTA s.ystem 
through the campus will, moreover, make possible the 
development of "Parcel B," a 20-acre site next to Lake 
LaSalle, on which the University wishes to construct a 
"commercial-ho~ing development" of its own. Parcel B, 
it is hoped, might include 20 to 40 stores integrat~ with 
fa mil y housing open to married students , faculty, and 
even some members of the community who desire to liye 
in a campus environment. 
Shuttle Buses 
Within the campus. itself, the Univers ity intends to 
use Putnam Way, which will form an inner loop around 
the academic buildings, as a limited-access roadway for 
the operation of a shuttle bus run and service vehicles. 
Altogether, there are several shuttle bus sl/stems planned, 
perhaps with one run ,going up to the Ellicott complex, 
another to the Governors' Halls, and a third to the 
Cil mpus' administration-services area. 
Ran dall mentioned , as an additional possibility 
this winter, the inauguration of jitney service between 
O'Brian Hall and the Governors' Halls ," once the present 
walkway is paved° and lighted from the Physics building. 
The service is expected to ma~e the Law building 
accessible to dormitory residents in the win ter months. 
Parking •nd Street Liat,ts 
Park ing facilities, Randall admitted, will fall below 
. :~ti' ilil!• ·1r 
._,il 
lots and • Ion 
1¢,ting was indeed a high priority, but that 
complications involving the State University Construction 
Fund and num«ous subcontractors had caused the delay. 
Lighting will be instaUed, he promised, within seven.I 
weeks. • · · 
Traffic .co~\rol devices, Randall concluded, will be 
Installed along the internal campus ro.ads sometime next 
fall , when the ~ddltl_onal tfaffic of the Ellicott complex 
an,d the Educatlon-Philo_sophy building justifies ·their 
installationt -
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1:::s-: ~~e~~ ~~D~s~k~ Alumni Line byEarlCanel 
announced dates and o ther p os t -interview memor'andum. will test ify, the compet ition · 
This memorandum can be used represents a good opportunity to As we promised you last t ime out, here is a li sting of the pertinent information regard ing 
to explain to the jud&es why the practice the sk ills requi red of a offi cers and direc tors of the Law Alumni Associ ation for the 1974 Client Co unseling 
Competition. The competition is students handled the inte rview good lawyer: the experience is 1973,1974. 
as they did . educational, and cash awards are Hon. M. Dolores Denman, President; Hon. Rudolph U. a legal teaching technique 
SUNY/B, as an ABA/ LSD given to regional and national Johnson Vice-Presidentj Franklin A. Stachow iak, Treasurer; anddesigned to sharpen counseling 
member school, is e ligib le to winners. Robert Schaus, Secretary. ' skills in the same way that Moot 
send a team to compete. There is In te rested students should Di rec tors: Grace Marie Ange, Everett M. Barlow, Harold J. Court sharp e ns a ppe ll ate 
a $25.00 entrance fee per contact Greene, the SSA 's LSD Bra.nd, Jr., John D. Bridge, Hon. Roger T. Cook. argument sk ills. 
school, and entries must be representative, or should wr ite Robert P. Fine, Michael W. Gibson, Alvin M. Glick; Samuel L.This year the sub ject of the 
rece ived by Nmoe mber 19. ABA/LSD directly. In addi tion, Green, Richard F. Griffi n, Richard A. Grimm, Jr., JamesY. Hall ,competition wi ll be Will s and 
Family Proper ty. Students wi ll Indiv idual students, as well as we urge interested students to Waldron S. Haye~, Jr. 
student bar associations, are a pproach the S tudent Bar William Hepp, Robert E. Upp, William J. Love, Jr., Richard 5.be presented with scanty data 
invited to enterj however, the Asso ci a tion at its Friday Manz, Joseph M. Ralabate, Hon~~i~lam J. Regan. before the competitio n. The 
actual competition will consist entrance fee and trave ling costs mieting1 and request that funds 
must be borne by the entering be alloca ted to offse t the ..Congratul atio ns to those who passed the March, 1973, Bar of an hour wi th the fi rst 
tear;n. And in order fo r a school applica tion and other cos ts of Exam and were admitted to pra~ti;e*las t month . forty-five minutes devoted to an 
interview wi th the client , during to enter, its dean must approve the comp'e ti t ion. T he competing George A. Cofran, '29, retired senio r warrant attorney inand a facul ty member must serve team will represe nt this studentwhich the competing students Buffalo City Court, died October 22, 1973. 
will be expected to eli cit the rest asan advisor. bod y; so it sho uld be ... 
of the relevant information, R e qu e s ts fo r fur th e r underwritten by Student fees, Lester S. Miller, '32, Erie County Personnel Commissioner information can be add ressed to a nd a ll st ud e n ts should propose ·a solu tion or outl ine since 1971, Majori ty Leader of the Erie Coun ty Legislature or Board Marianne K. · O' Brian, Ass istant investigate this o ppo rtun ity to what further research would be of Supervisors fro m 1960-1971, and a member of the LegiSlature or Direc tor, LSD, 11 55 East '60th, prac tice the skills they will soon 
use the las t quarter o f the ho ur Chicago, IL 60637. As last year 's preach. 
necessary. Then the students can Board 1950-1971, died October 10, 1973. Mr. Miller was a 
past president and .f,ormer direc tor of the Law Alumni Association. 
to confe r between themselves entrants from SUNY/8 , Chris 
Bulletin Boord Letter to 'the Editor 
National Lawyers Gui ld wi ll mee t Wednesday, There will be an All Hallow's Eve party on 
October 31, 7:30 in Norton Hall. Oc tober 31, location to be determined . To the Editor: ... Sponsored by SBA, paid for by Student Fees, I feel oppressed and, surprising to no one as it may be, the 
Moot Court Competi tion Schedule is as follows: and performed for the benefi t of all . With special future quali ty of li fe at this law school is being determined now, 
Prac tice Round: Monday Nov. 19 & Tuesday guest stars. The fi rst inhabitants may adju st to the surroundings by their 
Nov. 20 at 7:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. .. . appreciation and acceptance o r by appropriate attempts to alter 
Regular Rounds: November 27 and 28 There has been no change o f the headings on conditions. In either case, the resul t ing status quo will never be so 
(Tuesday and Wednesday) at 7:30 - 10:00 p.m. the assignment bulletin board from the eas il y alterable again. With this in mind, and whlle still a ttempting 
Consola tio n Rounds: Thursday Nov. 29 at traditi onal (here) denotations of FR (freshman), to adhere to my own long-standing decision that I do not want to 
7: 30 - 10:00 p.m. JR (junior) , and SR (senior) . There has been an run a law school, it wo uld seem appro priate to suggest that the 
Semi-final Rounds: Friday Nov. 30 at 7:30 • ex pressed preference for 11 First-year," Student Bar Association and assorted other powers that be devo te 
9 :00 p.m. "Second-year," and "Third-year" fro m the the.ir attentions to the invid ious class distinctio ns that grow subtly 
Finals: Saturday December 1st in the Moot studC'lts who are being denominated. mo re apparent and to the " law and order" mentality that represents 
Cour t Room at 2:00 • 4:00 p.m. the most no ticeable and chief characteristic of life at Lo rd O'Brian 1s 
Hall. SPORTS 
In parti cular the following could be remedied: 
1) The present condition of limiting access to and from the Is Ben Schwartzwalder library to the second-floor doors, necessitatihg multiple trips up and 
down for a ll o f the non•thieves of the communi ty while the thieves 
cleverl y hide all the important scho larly tomes in some ye t 
undiscovered reach of the catacombs or take the library elevator to
Coaching the Shysters-? 
by Skip Hunter M.C. end zone. the first fl oor. 
Miga 1hen threw a bullet conversio n fa iled . Aga in the 2) The locking of the Student Conference Rooms (i.e. on the 
The Shyste rs, intramural spiral pass to tight end Larry Shysters held the lead which was fift h floor of the library ) at 4 :30 p.m. each day because the day 
footba ll 's th ird-ranked team , had Taylor o n the 1. T aylor made to be lost for perpetuity wi th staff of the library are going ho me. (The importance o f this fact 
-as customary struggle with the the ca tch on his fingertips and only :40 left in the game. remains quite obscure.) 
powerful Underdogs for the danced into the end zone for a With seconds remaining, 3) The locking of classrooms and seminar rooms between 
greater part of their 5th meeting 6-0 ·Shyster lead . Miga ran the Underdog QB Little found his classes so as to prevent (writing on the blackboard by Captain 
on Thursday, Oc tober 4 th ball in for the ex tra poin t. primary receiver Foxwo rth open Canada? ) their use. My seminar has never met on time because the 
before submerging to a 2 1-19 But QB Jo hn Little of the and hit him with .a 45-yard aeri al instructor must always find someo ne impor ta nt to cqme and unlock 
upset defeat before a crowd of Underdogs came right back and bomb fo r the deciding score. the door. (Room 503 .) 
15 at Clark Hall Field No. 2. brought the Purp le Hounds fro m Little breezed over the goal line 4) The locking of the library 'and hallway entrances to the 
Our Shysters, 13-7 losers lo their 20 to the 47 with the help wi th "li tt le" tro uble for the fifth fl oor garden so as to make the only possible access via the 
Les Carnivores in their o pener o f eight and 10-yard passes to ex tra poirit. faculty lounge - though it is the only outdoor space protected from 
on September 27th , were Les Scott and Hugh Bro nstein FIN AL TH E wind and cohstructicin noise and to the best of my kno wledge has 
7-poin t favorites aga inst the and then completed a 53-ya rd UNDERDO GS 21, TH E never been used by anyone other than myse lf. 
Underdogs. The riva l coaches, TD bo mb to Phil Foxworth , the SHYSTERS 19. 5) The noti<;!' on the door to the faculty lounge tha t it is to be 
Jim August of the Shysters and UB 100-yard spring champion. In other games, Souch ies locked because students can either 1) escape to the library o r 2) ga in 
David Brody of the Underdogs, Scott 's conversion ti ed the score quarterback Manny Rodriguez access to the ga rden. 
once were semi-pro teamm ates at 7-7 at 2:41 into the fi rst dro pped two bombs behind the 6) The distinction of having faculty, staff and stude nt lounges 
on the Brookl yn Cavaliers. The period . Shysters' beleaguered defense to plus student, faculty and administra tor's gard~ns. in the first instance 
Purple Ho unds were as tough an After the Shysters were guide the visitors to a 13-6 must be seen as perverse, implying at best a lack of comm o n interest 
opponent as any team on the unable to capitali ze o n an victory o n Thursday, October in communica ting as fell ow members of a communi ty and more 
Shysters' schedule. In August 's interception by safetyman 11th. like ly , some sense o f mutual disdain. 
two years as head coach, his Antho ny Bottar, Miga directed a Souchies, trying to win its 7) The continuing practi ce of the plac ing o f a current legal 
"young lawyers" held o nl y a 5-4 62-yard , fi ve- play drive to a fi rst contest in three games this periodicals collection in the 
11 faculty lounge" eithe r because 
supremacy over the Underdogs. go-ahead score . Craig Hodge season, dented the Shysters' end studen ts are 1) not interested1 2) not supposed to be interested in 
The Shysters struck for seven fail ed to make the conversion. zone in each of the first two current professional literature or (mo re likely) 3) because of a 
big ones in the opening two Underdog QB uure .~ as not periods . on Rodriguez's passes. conviction by the law and orderists that students stea l. 
minutes and might have had to be denied . Little completed a The lone Shyster score came 8) The decision tQ discriminate against first-year students in 
another touchdown if no t for a 14-yard pass to half-back Way ne with 2:10 left in the game on a the process of assigning student lockers on a first come first served1 
pd defensive play by Collins in between big ground 10-yard pass from QB Miga to basis. 
cornerback Rich Johnson. gains by Scott and Allen halfback Brian O'Sullivan. 9} A host of other situations need remedial attention, from 
On the firs t play after the Washington to put the And on October 18th, the adverti sing of the mail se rvice on the third fl oor, to free telephone 
Shysters had run back the Underdogs o n the Shysters' nine. Shysters and .the Bruins played service, to food at any price. Beyond the area bf fac ilities plann ing, 
kickoff to its 26, Bob Doren Washingto n carried a pitcho ut ' to a scoreless tie. The Shyste rs there. should be serious questioning of the cell tendency from law 
broke over righ t tackle and raced around his right side for a TD now ho ld no .hopes of IM review, women's dinner parties, Jewish singles clubs and 
64 yards before he was brought behind a block by Bronste in. Independent League ti t le consciousness-raising groups for the descendents of the Salem witch 
·down by Johnson at the Little fa iled to convert, making aspira tions after salvaging a trials. However, the principal question raised here is not concernec~ 
Underdog 11. Doren broke his the score at the half 14-13 in scoreless ti e aga inst the Bruins, with the process of Identificatio n of allies or wi th specific amenities 
finger on this pfay and had to their favor. thanks to a defen se that would that are hidden or mi ssing altogether. Instead , it is to suggest that 
leave the game, A'n appreciative At 1 :01 into the second half, not quit, despite the fru strations some of the discomforts amidst the splendor are caused. no t so much 
audience pve Doren a standing the Shysters ' Larry Taylor made provided by a barely visible by necessity as by atti tude - an attitude in which persons with in 
ovation for his outstanding an interception at niidf1eld o n a o ffense. This game only and entering into an elitist system (the law as we know it ) crea te 
pass defl ected off o f Underdog underlines the frustratio ns the and accept unaccep table d ist inctions based upon status with in thei rathletic ability, 
Johnson lllen deflected QB tight end Eugene Thomas' hands Shysters have experienced since own community. Insensitivi ty here will fo llow us th rough the (wall) 
the season ope.ned . No more streets and prisons of America. Brian M Ip 's third-down pass and ran the ball into the end 
Thomas Schofield zone for the score. The need be sa id .i11tended for Harry Hersh in the 
